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e t the extra terrestrial wikipedia - e t the extra terrestrial is a 1982 american science fiction film co produced and directed
by steven spielberg and written by melissa mathison it features special effects by carlo rambaldi and dennis muren and
stars henry thomas dee wallace peter coyote robert macnaughton drew barrymore and pat welsh it tells the story of elliott
thomas a lonely boy who befriends an extraterrestrial, amazon com steven spielberg s style by stealth - this book
reveals how spielberg utilises stylistic strategies that are both unique and innovative when considered within the context of
the classical hollywood system james mairata identifies two distinct systems at work in spielberg s application of style one is
the use of deep space compositions, lo squalo film wikipedia - lo squalo jaws un film del 1975 diretto da steven spielberg
basato sull omonimo romanzo di peter benchley prototipo thriller del blockbuster estivo la sua uscita considerata come un
momento di svolta nella storia del cinema e per l avvento della new hollywood racconta di un enorme e pericoloso squalo
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